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ABSTRACT
Huge Volumes of detailed personal data is continuously collected and analyzed by different types of
applications using data mining, analysing such data is beneficial to the application users. It is an important
asset to application users like business organizations, governments for taking effective decisions. But
analysing such data opens treats to privacy if not done properly. This work aims to reveal the information
by protecting sensitive data. Various methods including Randomization, k-anonymity and data hiding have
been suggested for the same. In this work, a novel technique is suggested that makes use of LBG design
algorithm to preserve the privacy of data along with compression of data. Quantization will be performed
on training data it will produce transformed data set. It provides individual privacy while allowing
extraction of useful knowledge from data, Hence privacy is preserved. Distortion measures are used to
analyze the accuracy of transformed data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) is one of the important area of data mining that aims to
provide security for secret information from unsolicited or unsanctioned disclosure. Data mining
techniques analyzes and predicts useful information. Analyzing such data may opens treat to
privacy .The concept of privacy preserving data mining is primarily concerned with protecting
secret data against unsolicited access. It is important because Now a days Treat to privacy is
becoming real since data mining techniques are able to predict high sensitive knowledge from
huge volumes of data[1].
Authors Agrawal & Srikant introduced the problem of “privacy preserving data mining” and it
was also introduced by Lindell & Pinkas. Those papers have concentrated on privacy preserving
data mining using randomization and cryptographic techniques. Lindell and Pinkas designed new
approach to PPDM using Cryptography but cryptography solution does not provides expected
DOI : 10.5121/ijdms.2013.5203
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accuracy after mining result. And agrawal and srikanth focused on randomization and preserving
privacy when the data is taken from multiple parties. When the data is coming from multiple
sources then also privacy should be maintained. Now a days this privacy preserving data mining
is becoming one of the focusing area because data mining predicts more valuable information that
may be beneficial to the business, education systems, medical field, political ,…etc.

2. RELATED WORK
Many Data modification techniques are discussed in [1 ][3][4]
A. Perturbation or Randomization:
Agrawal and Srikant (2000) Introduced the randomization algorithm for PPDM, Randomization
allows a several number of users to submit their sensitive data for effective centralized data
mining while limiting the disclosure of sensitive values. It is relatively easy and effective
technique for protecting sensitive electronic data from unauthorized use. In this case there is one
server and multiple clients will operate ,Clients are supposed to send their data to server for
mining purpose , in this approach each client adds some random noise before sending it to the
server. So Sever will perform mining on that randomized data.
B. Suppression
Another way of preserving the privacy is suppressing the sensitive data before any disclosure or
before actual mining takes place. Generally Data contains several attributes, where some of the
attributes may poses personal information and some of the attributes predicts valuable
information. So we can suppress the attributes in particular fashion that reveals the personal
information.
They are different types are there
1. Rounding
2. Generalization
In rounding process the values like 23.56 will be rounded to 23 and 25.77 rounded to
26,…etc
In generalization process, values will be generalized like an address is represented with zip
code.
if data mining requires full access to the entire database at that time all this privacy
preserving data mining techniques are not required.
C. Cryptography
This is Also one of the famous approach for data modification techniques, Here Original Data
will be encrypted and encrypted data will be given to data miners. If data owners require original
data back they will apply decryption techniques.

3. VECTOR QUANTIZATION
This is the new technique proposed by (D.Aruna Kumari, Dr.k.Rajasekhara Rao, Suman,)), it
transforms the original data to a new form using LBG. The design of a Vector Quantization
consist of following steps:
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•
•
•

Design a codebook from input training data set;
Encoding
ding the original point of data with the indices of the nearest code vectors in the
codebook;
Use index representation so as to reconstruct the data by looking up in the codebook.

For our PPDM problem , reconstructing the original data is not required, so above two steps are
involved such that it is difficult to get the original data back hence privacy is preserved.
LBG Design Algorithm
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v.

If

vi.

Set

, go back to Step (i).
. For

, set

as the final codevectors.
5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until the desired number of codevectors is obtained. Once the
codebook is generated, one can perform transformation using quantization

Results :
We have implemented above LBG algorithm using Matlab Software, and tested the results. In the
output screen shots Blue line represents original data and red line represents Codebook that is
compressed form of original data , hence it does not reveal the complete original information and
it will reveal only cluster
luster centroids
centroids.

Figure 1: VQ based on LBG design
Algorithm y=exp(x);

Figure 2: VQ based on LBG design Algorithm y=x;

Figure 3: VQ based on LBG design Algorithm
y=x2; y=sin(x);

Figure 4: VQ based on LBG design Algorithm
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Backup And recovery of Information Loss
Generally Privacy preserving data mining , we apply some techniques for modifying data and
that modified data will be given to data miners.
In this paper we also concentrates keeping of original data as it is, so whenever data miners or
owners of that data requires original data , they will get it by maintaining a backup copy of that
data.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Taking all the data in to a DB1
We have to copy all the data in DB1 to DB2 (DB1=DB2)
Perform Data modification using LBG Design Algorithm and store the data in to DB1
Write the program to delete the all the contents in the backup of DB1,(so no except the
users cannot access the information in DB1)
5. To see the actual details and to modify the details the admin should access the
information in DB2
6. So, far the users know only DB1, data base owners can access to DB2

Bit Error Rate
In Data transmission, the number of bit errors is the number of received bits of a data stream
over a communication channel that have been altered due to noise, interference, distortion or bit
synchronization errors.
In our problem, we are transforming the original data to some other form using vector
quantization. Hence we need to calculate the bit error rate for compressed data.
Always we try to minimise the bit error rate for accuracy
For example
Original data is
1010110010
And after the transformation, the received data is
1110110110
(Two errors are there, i.e, we are not receiving exact data only 80% accuracy is achieved because
of two bit errors)

4. CONCLUSIONS
This work is based on vector quantization , it is a new approach for privacy preserving data
mining, upon applying this encoding procedure one cannot reveal the original data hence privacy
is preserved. At the same time one can get the accurate clustering results. Finally we would like
conclude that Efficiency depends on the code book generation.
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